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FBI: No charges for Clinton
Agency director Comey
calls use of personal
email ‘extremely careless’
By MARK LANDLER
AND ERIC LICHTBLAU
NEW YORK TIMES

WASHINGTON — The FBI director, James Comey, on Tuesday recommended no criminal
charges against Hillary Clinton for her handling of classified information while she was

secretary of state, lifting an
enormous legal cloud from her
presidential campaign less than
two hours before she boarded
Air Force One for her first joint
campaign appearance with
President Barack Obama.
But in an extraordinary day
of political drama in Washington, Comey rebuked Clinton as
being “extremely careless” in
using a personal email address
for sensitive communications.
He raised questions about her
judgment, contradicted state-

ments she has made about her
email practices, said it was possible that hostile foreign governments had gained access to her
account and declared that a person still employed by the government — Clinton left the State
Department in 2013 — could
have faced disciplinary action
for doing what she did.
To warrant a criminal charge,
Comey said, there had to be evidence that Clinton intentionally
transmitted or willfully mishandled classified information. The

FBI found neither, and as a result, he said, “our judgment is
that no reasonable prosecutor
would bring such a case.”
The Justice Department is
highly likely to accept the FBI’s
instruction, which a law enforcement official said also cleared
Clinton’s top aides involved in
the emails: Jake Sullivan, Huma
Abedin and Cheryl Mills. Attorney General Loretta Lynch said
last week that she would accept
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EVICTIONS STOKE DEBATE » SR, county take different approaches
to resolve conflicts between tenants, landlords in tight housing market

Rental disputes rising
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OBAMA ‘FIRED UP’ FOR CLINTON
In a show of support for the Democratic
White House hopeful, the president
stumps for former secretary of state / B1

Where
is the
global
outrage?
Many ask why Muslim
bombing victims fail
to evoke same empathy
By ANNE BARNARD
NEW YORK TIMES

ALVIN JORNADA / THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

CAMPED OUT: Evicted from her Santa Rosa apartment, Ruth Lopez-Contreras checks her cellphone before she goes to sleep in her car on June 22 while parked in a
friend’s driveway in Santa Rosa. Lopez-Contreras and her boyfriend are in a dispute with their former landlords over being forced out of the apartment they were renting.
By ANGELA HART
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

W

hen Ruth Lopez-Contreras and her family were
evicted in May from their west Santa Rosa
apartment, she immediately sought legal help.
The 41-year-old farmworker and hairdresser turned to
a Sonoma County legal nonprofit for assistance because
she lacked the money to hire a private attorney. She
alleged that she and her boyfriend, the leaseholder, were
not given proper notice to leave and were forced out with
threats of deportation.
“I said ‘This is not right, I know we have rights. You
have to give us more time,’” Lopez-Contreras said.

The apartment’s property manager, Elena Baechtel,
denied such claims and said she evicted the couple and
their two children because they violated the lease agreement. Lopez-Contreras was not listed on the lease, and
therefore she was not allowed to live in the Blair Place
apartment complex, Baechtel said.
“Ruth was not on the lease, so they broke the rules,”
Baechtel said. “They left peacefully.”
The dispute is one example of a diverse and complicated range of conflicts faced by landlords and tenants
across Sonoma County. Such clashes are fueling a
debate over how government should respond, with the

INSIDE
Santa Rosa City
Council will
conduct an emergency meeting
Thursday to
consider extending its 45-day
moratorium
on rent
increases / A2
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Opponents sue to stop vaccination law
Group of parents, nonprofit group claim mandatory
inoculations by state violates kids’ right to education
By SOUMYA KARLAMANGLA
LOS ANGELES TIMES

With California’s strict vaccine mandate now in place, opponents are fighting to overturn
the law in court.
The new law, which took ef-

fect Friday, bars parents from
citing religion or other personal
beliefs as reasons to not vaccinate their kids. SB 277 is one of
the toughest mandatory vaccination laws in the country, and
drew many protesters when it
was debated in Sacramento.

A group of parents and the
nonprofit Education 4 All filed a
suit Friday to overturn the law
in U.S. District Court in San Diego. The suit claims that the law
violates California children’s
right to an education under the
state’s constitution.
“SB 277 has made second-class
citizens out of children who for
very compelling reasons are
not vaccinated according to the

CDC schedule,” the plaintiffs’
attorney, Robert Moxley, said in
a statement. “We are hoping the
court will grant us an injunction while the judicial process
takes place to see if this law is
constitutional, which it most
certainly does not seem to be.”
The plaintiffs are seeking
a preliminary injunction to
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PARIS — In recent days, jihadis killed 41 people at Istanbul’s bustling, shiny airport; 22
at a cafe in Bangladesh; and at
least 250 celebrating the final
days of Ramadan in Baghdad.
Then the Islamic State attacked,
again, with bombings in three
cities in Saudi
UPHEAVAL
Arabia.
By Tuesday, IN IRAQ
Michel Kilo, a Iraqi interior
Syrian
dissi- minister resigns
dent, was lean- Tuesday, two
ing
wearily days after a
over his coffee deadly terror
at a Left Bank attack in
cafe, wonder- Baghdad / B4
ing: Where was
the global outrage? Where was
the outpouring that came after
the same terrorist groups unleashed horror in Brussels and
here in Paris? In a supposedly
globalized world, do nonwhites,
non-Christians and non-Westerners count as fully human?
“All this crazy violence has
a goal,” Kilo, who is Christian, said: to create a backlash
against Muslims, divide societies and “make Sunnis feel that
no matter what happens, they
don’t have any other option.”
This is not the first time that
the West seems to have shrugged
TURN TO EMPATHY » PAGE A7
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DURANT’S PATH TO
WARRIORS: NBA labor

talks of 2011 likely put
Oklahoma City star on
road to Golden State / C1
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Golden Living Center - Santa Rosa

Gives Special Thanks
To the all of those who work and volunteer with
Hospice organizations
Thanks for your big hearts.

